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"Rational Amusement and Sound Instruction": 
Constructing the True Catholic Woman in the 
Ave Maria, 1865-1889 

Penny Edgell Becker 

Popular Culture and Ideology 
This article explores the relationship between gender ideol- 

ogy and popular culture in one particular time and place-a Catho- 
lic family magazine called the Ave Maria during the latter part of 
the nineteenth century. This case study yields an interpretive socio- 
logical account of how women were portrayed in this magazine, an 
account that sheds light on our understanding of the construction 
and negotiation of religious ideologies. When I speak of "ideology," 
I refer to highly articulated and explicit meaning systems that con- 
struct and regulate patterns of conduct. "Official ideologies" are en- 
dorsed and promoted by organizational officials and/or communi- 
ty elites.1 

A systematic examination of Ave Maria from 1865 to 1889 re- 
veals that two-thirds of the articles reproduce some version of the of- 
ficial ideology of the True Catholic Woman. On the other hand, about 
one-third of the articles produce what I call "alternative interpreta- 
tions"-""alternative" because they are critical of the limits that the of- 
ficial versions placed on women's character, activity, or autonomy. I 
argue that it is not plausible to interpret these alternatives as a form of 
intentional resistance or struggle against the official gender ideology 
or to attribute them to the contradictions inherent in the nature of 
complex, high-quality literature, which are the two usual approaches 
to studying popular culture. We need a different kind of explanation 
for why multiple and unintended ideological interpretations emerged 
in this magazine, which was produced at the very center of the reli- 
gious institution, with its didactic editorials and its formulaic, senti- 
mental fiction. I argue that it is useful, in that different explanation, to 
draw a distinction between intentional forms of resistance and unin- 
tentional forms of ideological variation that open up cultural "spaces" 
for critique. Moreover, the new explanation must take into account 
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56 Religion and American Culture 

both the tensions between the Catholic church and the larger society 
and the tensions within the Catholic community. 

Studies of ideology and culture usually draw a sharp distinc- 
tion between high culture-good literature, art, film-and popular 
culture-mass, formulaic, and sentimental work. Popular culture, es- 
pecially of the mass-produced or formulaic type, is generally under- 
stood as a location for reproducing dominant ideologies. To take an ex- 
ample particularly relevant to this case, those who examine 
nineteenth-century literature for alternatives to dominant "separate 
spheres" gender ideologies dismiss popular magazines and formula 
fiction and concentrate on "good" art and literature. Social historians, 
as well as those taking an explicitly sociology-of-culture approach, 
follow the lead of Raymond Williams in viewing only complicated 
and original texts, not popular and formulaic ones, as capable of car- 
rying multiple, ambiguous, or contradictory meanings, providing a 
space for ideological innovation.2 Studies of Catholic popular culture, 
especially Catholic didactic novels and the sentimental fiction pro- 
duced in Catholic family magazines, also tend to enforce this point of 
view.3 

There are also some popular cultural forms that are viewed as 
having at least the potential for expressing alternatives to the dominant 
ideology. Material or "folk" culture, produced outside of the control of 
dominant institutions, is treated differently than the "second-rate fic- 
tion of family-magazine serials and religious or temperance tracts" 
where "explicit, conscious bourgeois values appeared in their entire- 
ty."4 When scholars find ideological innovation in Catholic popular 
culture, it is, for the most part, in ritual and devotional practices, not 
texts.5 

Studies of popular culture and ideology are usually framed in 
the language of dominance and resistance. When scholars find ideo- 
logical innovation, they often attribute it to the resistant activity of 
dissident subcultures or marginalized subgroups. Resistance is gener- 
ally viewed as rare and partial.' Surrounding the use of the term "re- 
sistance" has been a persistent ambiguity over intentionality and 
agency. Are alternative meanings, values, and senses of the world, to 
use Williams's terms,7 resistant by virtue of their very existence, that 
is, their capacity to imagine the world differently than the dominant 
ideology depicts it? Some interpretations of resistance would seem to 
embrace this view; perhaps the most influential recent statement of 
this is in Stuart Hall and Tony Jefferson's Resistance through Rituals. 
Others, some Foucaultian feminist scholars, for example, embrace re- 
sistance as an act of will, implying agency and intention.8 

This ambiguity has led some scholars to despair of the cate- 
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gories and to attempt to reframe the fundamental questions of ideolo- 
gy, culture, and representation in other terms. Simon During suggests 
that "categories like 'struggle' and resistance against the 'dominant' 
become increasingly difficult for cultural studies to sustain."9 Another 
response has been to elide the question of intention as the basis for re- 
sistance. The literature that examines the relationship between fiction 
and ideology has this ambiguity over the question of intention, and it 
is related to the sharp distinction that is drawn between sentimental 
formula fiction and "good" literature. Certainly, there are historical 
agents in these accounts, most of them working to reproduce the dom- 
inant ideology. Colleen McDannell is typical in identifying the emerg- 
ing Irish Catholic middle class as a group who authored and read sen- 
timental Catholic fiction in the service of their class-based status 
interests.10 

In this view, resistant accounts come about either because an 
author is trying to solve an artistic problem or because the author 
writes a character who chafes at the boundaries and restrictions that 
dominant values place upon her. Again, the medium is "good" litera- 
ture, which is supposed to be complex and ambiguous enough to pro- 
vide a cultural space for exploration, even subversion. Whether or not 
the author intended to subvert, or only to create more complex and 
adequate fictional characters, is itself left ambiguous.1" 

But there has been another response as well. John Fiske ar- 
gues that studies of culture and ideology need to develop in two di- 
rections. First, there is a need to move beyond the association of any 
particular form of culture with "the popular" and to recognize that 
both dominant ideologies and contradictory meanings are inherent 
within all cultural products or forms. Second, there is a need to place 
within a specific social context the production and reception of cul- 
ture so that the processes by which alternative accounts come about 
and the effect of these alternatives on social relations of power can be 
traced in specific cases.12 

Fiske proposes that the result of this type of analysis would be 
to solve several typical problems of cultural studies. Instead of essen- 
tializing either cultural forms or social identities (for example, assum- 
ing that television always reproduces dominant ideologies or that 
women are always acting to a unitary feminist purpose), this approach 
would study cultural production at the intersection of various rela- 
tions of power and multiple social identities within specific historical 
and social contexts. It would also allow for an empirical analysis of the 
relationship between cultural innovation-the production of alterna- 
tives to the dominant ideology-and social change-the failure to re- 
produce specific historical relations of dominance and subordination. 
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58 Religion and American Culture 

Equally important, this approach would also bring to the cen- 
ter of the analysis the empirical distinction between situations in 
which agents, whether individuals or groups, seek to engage in both 
cultural innovation and political and social change from situations in 
which those seeking to work within the dominant representational 
system and social arrangements nevertheless produce alternative or 
even subversive meanings. Bread riots and the feminist movement 
are different forms of social action than portraying Jane Eyre as un- 
happy with the limitations that her sex placed upon her and different 
still than writing a didactic Catholic novel that develops an alterna- 
tive to the officially endorsed gender ideology while attempting to re- 
produce it. Being able to analyze these differences is extremely impor- 
tant for the sociology of culture, which seeks to explain the sources of 
cultural innovation, and for a cultural sociology, which seeks to ex- 
plain the role of representation in social change. 

Finding multiple versions of Catholic gender ideology in the 
Ave Maria illustrates the usefulness of this approach and has several 
implications. First, finding alternative or critical versions means that 
we need to rethink how we view popular formulaic fiction. We cannot 
accept as unproblematic a "high" versus "popular" culture distinc- 
tion and look for ideological critique only in complex "good" litera- 
ture or in activities that are produced away from the center of author- 
itative institutions. We also need to reframe our discussion of how 
ideological alternatives arise in a way that directly confronts the prob- 
lem of intention and explains the processes and mechanisms by 
which unintentional innovations arise. Cultural spaces, even didactic 
ones at the center of religious institutions, need to be understood as 
places for constructing and interpreting ideologies in multiple, and 
sometimes contradictory, ways. I argue that ideas of "negotiation" 
and "unintended consequences" allow us to understand both the 
presence of alternatives in the Ave Maria and the limited nature of 
those alternatives as the result of increased ideological production by 
factionalized elites in a period of rapid institutional expansion. 

This way of thinking about the relationship between popular 
culture and ideology has some precedent in studies of cultural inno- 
vation that emphasize the polysemous and polyvalent nature of cul- 
ture and the complex and changing nature of social life, studies 
which do not take fiction or popular culture as their starting point.13 
In this understanding, ideology can be institutionalized and persist 
over time, but the application of an ideology, or any conceptual 
scheme, to particular circumstances by historically situated actors is 
not straightforward. It always carries possibilities for innovation and 
transformation. 
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In this view, ideologies can be altered by interested actors 
who develop strategies to pursue their own interests, an idea analo- 
gous to how some scholars think of resistance. But even those who 
seek to work within the rules supplied by ideologies can begin a grad- 
ual process of altering the original scheme as they apply it to new sit- 
uations and experiences. In applying the dominant ideology, they 
point out inadequacies, contradictions, or gaps that provide fuel for 
further alternative interpretations. This approach can account for the 
fact that elites can be factionalized and that even the "center" of an 
authoritative institution can be a space for ideological interpretation, 
negotiation, and variation, leading to the increasing variation and 
richness of the cultural/ideological archive. 

I argue that this latter perspective, which has not in general 
been applied in studies of fiction or other texts, provides a way to 
explain and analyze the presence of ideological innovations in the 
Ave Maria and, perhaps, in other popular and even didactic cultural 
spaces. Multiple versions of the True Catholic Woman ideology re- 
sulted in part from negotiation and the editors' efforts to make the 
magazine inclusive of a broad range of Catholic traditions in a time of 
ethnic and other internal divisions. The presence of critical, alterna- 
tive versions is due to the unintended consequences of institutional 
and production exigencies: including some stories that were a bad fit 
with the dominant ideology in an effort to compete with popular sec- 
ular magazines and fiction, using personal ties to recruit some women 
to write for the magazine whose own lives and interests were in ten- 
sion with the dominant ideology, and constructing the True Catholic 
Woman in order to illustrate and negotiate tensions arising from the 
assimilation debate within the church. 

The Case: The True Catholic Woman and the Ave Maria 

Historical Background 
Historians generally agree that, in the last half of the nine- 

teenth century, the ideology of the "True Catholic Woman" became 
the official and dominant gender ideology of the Catholic church in 
the United States.14 What does "official and dominant" mean in this 
context? Historians document how the ideology was disseminated by 
the hierarchy and broadly institutionalized in the church's teachings, 
in widespread devotional practices, in consumer activity, and in actu- 
al relations between men and women in the church and the broader 
Catholic community. James Kenneally has the best discussion of just 
how dominant this ideology was.15 It specified that women were to be 
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60 Religion and American Culture 

pure, pious, domestic, and submissive, and there were to be separate 
spheres of activity and influence for men and women. 

The Catholic church was undergoing rapid institution build- 
ing in the latter half of the nineteenth century, a process that usually 
coincides with a great deal of elite attention to elaborating ideological 
positions. Officially endorsed periodicals, including magazines like 
the Ave Maria, were important locations for articulating Catholic ide- 
ology and served a consciously didactic purpose.16 The largest ideo- 
logical and cultural tension that the church faced during this time pe- 
riod was the debate over assimilation, particularly as this played into 
ethnic and class tensions between the dominant Irish middle class 
and other groups of Catholics. This tension was present in the pages 
of the Ave Maria. 

Assimilationists were led by such clerics as Bishop John Ire- 
land of St. Paul and James Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore. They 
sought acceptance in the United States, supported the separation of 
church and state, urged ecumenical activity, and advocated a middle- 
class, nonviolent form of Irish nationalism. They promoted an insis- 
tence on democratic patriotism as well as on the Catholic faith and 
urged Catholics to behave as much as possible like other Americans.17 
Other clerics had little faith in Protestant tolerance and opposed 
the work of the "liberal" assimilationists. They wanted Catholics to 
remain socially and culturally separate and distinct and to limit their 
contact with Protestants. Among this group were Bishop Bernard Mc- 
Quaid of Rochester and Archbishop Michael Corrigan of New York.18 

The American Catholic church in the last half of the nine- 
teenth century was largely an Irish American church in leadership, 
and the tension between separatism and assimilation was, in many 
ways, at the heart of the Irish American experience, which was torn 
between the desire to assimilate and the contradictory goal to retain 
consciousness of an ethnic Irish heritage. However, it was also a ten- 
sion exacerbated throughout the last half of the century by the 
increasing presence of non-Irish Catholics who tended to be anti- 
assimilationist. 

Colleen McDannell and others argue that the True Catholic 
Woman ideology was promoted by the hierarchy and adopted by the 
(largely Irish) Catholic middle class in large part because it served 
the purposes of those who wished to assimilate.19 In this view, devo- 
tional journals like the Ave Maria served the same role as did the sen- 
timental family magazines that Williams studied from 1840's Brit- 
ain,20 reproducing the dominant "separate spheres" gender ideology 
for a complacent middle-class audience concerned primarily with 
respectability. 
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Ideology and Figural Action 

I argue, however, that the place of the True Catholic Woman 
ideology in the American Catholic community in the late nineteenth 
century was more complex than McDannell and others have argued. 
Not only could the ideology be deployed in the service of those who 
wanted to assimilate, but it was ambiguous enough to be deployed by 
those who took more of a separatist stance. The True Catholic Woman 
was neither natural nor self-evident but was a product of cultural con- 
struction and could be constructed by those on both sides of the assim- 
ilationist/separatist debate to suit their own purposes. While scholars 
are correct to identify an official version of the ideology that was more 
or less coherent and agreed upon, reproducing such an ideology within 
popular culture, especially in fiction and poetry, which operate through 
metaphor, imagery, and other indirect means, is never straightforward. 

To use Robert Wuthnow's terms, the True Catholic Woman, as 
constructed in the pages of the Ave Maria, was a figural actor. Figural 
actors are the carriers of ideology; they orient actors to particular con- 
structions of what the social reality is and what their place in it en- 
tails. Portrayals then become the point of articulation between social 
life and meaning systems, interpreting the system and giving direc- 
tion as to appropriate action. Portrayals, which are a combination of 
approved character traits and narratives of activity, exist in dis- 
cursive fields that structure the social world in the terms of the 
dominant ideology. Wuthnow writes, "If discursive fields define the 
range of problems that can be considered, figural action provides, as it 
were, a representative range of solutions to these problems. Figural 
action defines a course of behavior that makes sense, given the prob- 
lems and possibilities that have been identified.""21 

Wuthnow's work illustrates the connection between repre- 
sentation and ideology. Ideologies are constructed through discourse 
that divides the world into sets of categories. Through figural actions, 
representations of the world as the ideology frames it are wed to 
specific expectations about actors' characteristics and behaviors, sanc- 
tioned by the legitimacy of those who speak for the moral community. 

In the Ave Maria, the discursive field is structured around 
three spheres of activity: the home, the church, and the world. These cat- 
egories define the boundaries between Catholicism and contempo- 
rary American society. The True Catholic Woman serves as a figural 
actor for the Catholic community, demonstrating through the various 
kinds of portrayals the different legitimate ways to negotiate the 
boundaries. The different portrayals constitute interpretations of how 
to maintain the boundary between Catholics and non-Catholics 
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(church and world), when and how it is permissible to cross that 
boundary (how to be in the world), and how to act within the bounds 
of the Catholic community (church and home). 

Ironically, the production of gender distinctions in the Ave 
Maria is not fundamentally "about" gender but about writing exam- 
ples of how to negotiate boundaries between the Catholic community 
and the world. Trying different interpretations of how to negotiate 
this problematic boundary fostered some ideological innovation in 
the magazine. 

The Ave Maria 

The Ave Maria was one of the primary cultural spaces in 
which the True Catholic Woman was constructed.22 Founded in 1865, 
the Ave Maria was the first Catholic family magazine in the United 
States and was targeted toward women of the emerging Catholic mid- 
dle class. It was meant to be both entertaining and didactic, as illus- 
trated by the cover of the April 10, 1889, issue, which proclaims that 
the Ave Maria "embraces the two great essentials of a popular period- 
ical, viz: Rational Amusement and Sound Instruction." Even though 
the explosion of secular magazines did not occur until about fifteen 
years after the Ave Maria was founded,23 the editors of the Ave Maria 
founded the magazine in an awareness of a growing range of secular 
alternatives. The lead editorial in the magazine's first issue of May 1, 
1865, says that the journal is a family newspaper in two senses: it is 
for Catholic families and for the family of Catholic believers. The edi- 
torial goes on to say that the magazine is an attempt to provide an al- 
ternative to family magazines that are composed of "trash, romances, 
and the idolization of human love, all of which give the young false 
views of life."24 Advertisements for the novels of authors who regu- 
larly published in the Ave Maria stressed that they provided whole- 
some, Catholic alternatives to secular fiction, just as editorials in the 
magazine promoted it as a wholesome, Catholic alternative to the in- 
creasingly available non-Catholic press.25 

The Ave Maria soon became quite popular. It grew in circula- 
tion from six thousand in 1865 to nine thousand in 1872. In 1886, there 
were eighteen thousand subscribers, and there were twenty-five 
thousand in 1891.26 The size of each issue grew from sixteen to twenty- 
four pages, and a children's department was added.27 Many of the 
subscriptions went to parish libraries and to convent schools, and it 
was common for such journals to be read aloud in parish reading cir- 
cles. It was targeted to middle-class readers, although some working- 
class women would also have read it.28 
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The Ave Maria was, in every sense, an official publication. A 
religious order based at the University of Notre Dame, the Congrega- 
tion of the Holy Cross, did much of the work of producing and selling 
the magazine. Endorsements by thirty or forty prominent clergy ap- 
pear on the lead page of each issue. These priests include those from 
both sides of the assimilationist debate.29 The journal was edited by 
priests and had three editors between 1865 and 1889.30 Mother Angela 
Gillespie, superior of the Sisters of the Holy Cross and head of St. 
Mary's Academy at Notre Dame, was editorial assistant during the 
entire 1865-1889 period. She attracted Catholic authors from other 
magazines and recruited a coterie of authors from St. Mary's, collect- 
ed European legends and exemplary life stories, and translated many 
works from French for the journal.31 

It is worth spending some time on Mother Gillespie's role be- 
cause it seems to have been an unusual one in Catholic publishing at 
the time. McDannell argues that, "unlike Protestant women, who pub- 
lished their own magazines, Catholic women had no such outlet for 
their views on the world and religion." Journals were edited by men, 
and "lay Catholic women wrote for journals such as the Ave Maria ... 
but their writings dealt infrequently with women's 

issues.'"32 Mother Gillespie was the sister of Neil Gillespie, who was the 
editor from 1867 to 1874, and, in this period of the magazine's found- 
ing, she seems to have placed a formative stamp on its content. Anna 
Dorsey, an author that Mother Gillespie recruited early in the maga- 
zine's history, notes that Mother Gillespie's influence was particularly 
great when her brother was the journal's editor: "My firm belief is that 
good Mother Angela [Gillespie], who really ran the Ave Maria the first 
years of its existence, in her zeal to disseminate good Light Catholic 
literature originated 'the Notre Dame series' and herself arranged the 
affair with O'Shea. Father Gillespie was only sub-editor."33 

Mother Gillespie's influence was of a didactic nature. She was 
a strong advocate of women's education, and her biography, as well 
as the magazine's early editorial statements, indicates that she em- 
phasized the didactic nature of the Ave Maria.34 She also valued and 
encouraged the publishing of Catholic fiction, seeing it as a way to 
compete with the increase of secular fiction.35 Moreover, she made an 
attempt to include in the magazine works from a variety of European 
Catholic traditions and fiction. 

Data and Methods 

My case study is embedded in the cultural method developed 
by Wendy Griswold.36 Her method specifies a cultural object and 
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places it within a genre of cultural production that makes sense of the 
social world as perceived both by the audience and by producing 
agents. In this study, the cultural object is the True Catholic Woman 
ideology as it was constructed in the portrayals of women in the Ave 
Maria. 

My sample period is from 1865 to 1889.37 In each of the five 
five-year periods within this time frame, I drew a random sample of 
ten issues. From the sampled issues, I selected every article in which 
women were portrayed, unless that article was an editorial. There are 
122 articles in this sample, comprising both fictional accounts and ex- 
emplary life stories. I include articles with female main characters and 
biographical sketches profiling women. Exemplary life accounts ap- 
pear in obituaries, miracle reports, profiles of exceptional living Cath- 
olic women, and historical accounts or "lives of saints." 

The fictional works are short stories and serialized novels. 
The short stories are morality tales in which the main character's faith 
is challenged in some way or in which a sinner is converted. The seri- 
alized novels are popular literature, mostly romances. Although 
Catholic serialized novels in the Ave Maria share some conventions 
with nineteenth-century popular fiction, and particularly romances, 
Catholic novels dramatized the importance of religion, Catholic mi- 
nority status, and seriousness of moral purpose.38 

In addition to the random sample, I examined all of the edito- 
rials from 1865 to 1889 dealing with women's roles or nature. I used 
an index to the Ave Maria to find categories of articles that dealt main- 
ly with women's lives and roles, finding editorials listed under the 
headings of "Woman," "Women," "Wives," "Daughters," and "Moth- 
ers."39 I selected all of those articles-there are thirty-nine-because I 
found it a useful way of getting to a small number of articles that deal 
specifically and at length with women's roles. The inclusion of the ed- 
itorials brings the total number of articles to 161. Each article was cod- 
ed for many areas, but the two that I concentrate on most are charac- 
ter and plot. 

The True Catholic Woman: Interpretations 
The articles in the Ave Maria display five types of figural ac- 

tion, that is, five possible ways in which women can be oriented to the 
arenas of home, church, and world. Two-thirds of these reproduce the offi- 
cial ideology, and they appear in three groups of articles, which I call: 
(a) "compatible realms"-women are shown to be primarily active in 
the home, but the home and the church are compatible, and both are 
open to women; (b) "domestic religion"-women are active in the 
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home, and religious activity is either absent or subsumed completely 
into the home "sphere"; and (c) "institutional religion"-in some arti- 
cles, women are portrayed as active primarily within the institutional 
church. These portrayals mostly emphasize the traits associated with 
women in the True Catholic Woman ideology (purity, piety, submis- 
siveness, and domesticity) and restrict women's activity to the home 
and church arenas. Out of 161 articles in the sample, 108, or 67 per- 
cent, contain one of these versions of figural action. 

About one-third of the articles, however, produce alternative 
interpretations of what it means to be the True Catholic Woman. These 
appear in two groups of articles: (d) "worldly women"-women are 
shown as being primarily active in the world; and (e) "competing 
claims"-in some articles, women are active in both the church and 
the home, but the two are in tension, and the articles are devoted to 
working out the contradictions in the demands placed on women by 
these two arenas. These portrayals are alternative because they por- 
tray women who do not fit the binary gender distinctions of the True 
Woman ideology. They critique existing status relations between men 
and women, argue for expanded roles for women, and carve out new 
bases of autonomy for women. Out of 161 articles, 53, or 33 percent, 
contain one of these alternative versions (see fig. 1). 

Official Versions40 

"Compatible Realms." These articles portray the home and the 
church as complementary and harmonious spheres of activity for 
women. This is a common position for editorials to take. A good ex- 
ample is the article "Woman," a translation of the writings of Mon- 
seigneur Pinto de Campos (AM, 4-10-1886:43-44), which lists the ap- 
propriate roles for women as mother, virgin, wife, daughter, sister of 
charity (heroine), and martyr. Some of these articles acknowledge that 
there are many women in the Catholic community who will not be 
able, as a practical matter, to live according to this ideal. For example, 
the editorial entitled "Women in Business" notes that a "sufficient 
number of women will be forced into stores and workshops by pover- 
ty, avaricious or drunken fathers and improvident mothers, or by the 
necessity of supporting helpless members of the family" (AM, 7-26- 
1890:86). However, this reality is not allowed to interfere with the ide- 
al, and the article goes on to assert that, instead of entering "the doors 
of commerce and professional life, the true destiny of woman-we 
speak in general terms-is the making of homes and the training up 
of children in the knowledge, love and fear of God" (85). 

In these articles, the church is portrayed as a substitute for the 
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world. The church as a realm of activity is constructed as a higher and 
better realm than the world and its activity. This rhetorical strategy al- 
lows pragmatic issues of women's rights and roles in the world to be 
avoided completely or radically depoliticized. The editorial "Woman 
Rehabilitated by Devotion to Mary" (AM, 11-11-1865) is a typical ex- 
ample of the magazine's emphasis on moderation and its devaluing 
of an activist confrontation with women's political, economic, and so- 
cial concerns. It notes that, without devotion to Mary, "would disap- 
pear the Catholic woman, who undoubtedly gives a tone to the world 
at large, and saves it from the extreme of so-called Woman's Rights, as 
well as from the justly entitled woman's wrongs" (401, emphasis mine). 
These accounts stress that Catholic women find fulfillment and use 
their talents in the home and the church and, therefore, do not need to 
engage in political or social activism. 

Some fictional accounts also display the compatibility be- 
tween the church and domestic obligations. "The 'Old House' at Glen- 
aran" is typical of this type of portrayal. A serialized romance that 
follows the lives of several women in the same nuclear family, the in- 
stallments each deal with a crisis faced by a younger family member 
on the way to adulthood. Mostly, the crises revolve around romantic 
relationships jeopardized by some misunderstanding or external turn 
of events.41 By the final episode (or installment), the crises are re- 
solved, and all of the young female characters either enter the convent 
or get married (AM, 10-4-1884:789-92). The interplay between the 
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Figure 1. The Discursive Field and Figural Action in the Ave Maria, 1865-1889. 
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home and the church is harmonious and complete; the home is neces- 
sary to train up young women to enter the church, and the church is a 
support in the lives of the families who comprise its membership. 

The closing lines of the story reveal the pains the author takes 
to reconcile a Catholic reality to an ideology that elevates domesticity 
to a calling by dramatizing the mother's pain in sending her children 
to a convent rather than to marriage. The husband says to the wife, 
"Ah! Edna, my wife, this renunciation and consecration of your own 
flesh and blood to God is the crowning of your life" (AM, 10-4- 
1884:791). She replies, "He has the first and best right to them, and He 
knows and will pity the weakness and pain of a poor mother's heart" 
(ibid.). 

This is the truly Catholic version of the True Woman ideology. 
These portrayals adapt a domestic ideology to a religion with a strong 
institutional church, and here one finds the most clear and overt re- 
production of the official ideological interpretation found in Catholic 
advice manuals and clerical writings. Not surprisingly, editorials 
make up a large proportion of these; of the forty-two "compatible 
realms" articles, seventeen (40.5 percent) are editorials, the highest 
percentage of any of the types of portrayals. This is also the group 
with the highest number of articles authored by men and the category 
with the most articles authored by clergymen. 

"Domestic Religion." These portrayals are closer to the Protes- 
tant and secular versions of the True Woman that emerged in the 
United States thirty to forty years earlier. In this group of articles, reli- 
gion has all but disappeared as a separate institutional sphere or 
realm of activity for women and is subsumed within the home. There 
are thirty-six articles that reproduce this interpretation of the official 
ideology. Most of the articles in this category are fiction, and the great- 
est proportion are serialized novels, authored by women like Anna 
Dorsey and Christian Reid. 

This version acknowledges some features of women's lives 
that are particularly Catholic. About one-third of the main characters 
are working women, most of them single. As in the editorial on 
"Women in Business" described above, however, the acknowledg- 
ment of the presence of single and working women in the community 
is afforded a conservative and sentimentalized treatment and does 
not lead, in these portrayals, to any pragmatic or political consider- 
ations of improving women's lives or to a change in the ideal of 
domesticity. 

A typical example of how working single women are por- 
trayed in this group of articles is in "Little Rose Red," by Marie S. 
Lillon (AM, 11-12-1870:40-44). Mary takes in sewing and cares for her 
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sick mother. Anna, a single, middle-class woman, visits them while 
the mother is still alive, bringing them fruit and religious paintings 
and a crucifix. After the mother dies, Anna takes Mary in to live with 
her and promises to help her find work. Anna is portrayed in a pri- 
vate act of charity that involves taking Mary into her home. 

This portrayal is typical in several respects. Anna is beautiful 
but chaste and is primarily portrayed as active in charitable works, in- 
cluding taking in Mary. Mary not only works in a home context but 
works at sewing, something that she and Anna can do together. 
(Anna does not sew for money but for the poor and for the church's 
use.) And although Mary is desperately poor, especially just before 
her mother dies, there is no discussion of how to alleviate poverty, as 
a practical matter, and no suggestion that poverty is unjust. There is 
only the suggestion that, though Anna is physically beautiful, Mary 
has a more beautiful soul because she has known suffering. Poverty 
here is portrayed as ennobling. 

Many of the more wealthy women characters in this set of 
stories subsume religion into the home completely by the presence 
of a private chapel or oratory. These stories emphasize the importance 
of having some form of home altar and a home-centered devotional 
life that is led by the mother. These stories unquestioningly embrace 
the True Woman ideology. The women are primarily mothers, and 
their role as religious instructors is emphasized. However, in this sub- 
set of "domestic religion" stories, the church is simply absent-there 
are no women religious (sisters), and Catholic women are not seen as 
acting within the church as a separate realm of activity. Several of 
these stories are set in Europe (France, England, Italy). Most of these 
portrayals are in fictional accounts, novels, and short stories. 

"Institutional Religion." This group of articles portrays women, 
both laity and sisters, as primarily active within the church-in par- 
ish societies, convent schools, or religious orders. There are thirty of 
these articles, and the bulk of them are exemplary life stories, which 
focus on founders or benefactresses of religious orders, written by 
women like Kathleen O'Meara and Georgiana Fullerton. In addition, 
there are stories of missionaries, martyrs, and holy women. 

"A Heroine of Charity," by Kathleen O'Meara (AM, 6-28- 
1884:514-16), is typical of the exemplary life stories. It profiles the 
woman who founded the Sisters of Charity. Mention of her adminis- 
trative skill leads off the article: 

The wisdom, firmness, and practical ability displayed by Mlle. 
Legras in the difficult task of recasting the existing conditions of 
the large hospital were eliciting, meantime, the warmest admi- 
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ration and gratitude both from the authorities and the patients 
who were benefiting already by her administration (6-28- 
1884:514). 

A profile of her spirituality closely follows: 

Louise drew up for the community some rules specially adapt- 
ed to their duties towards the sick, and which, spontaneous and 
simple like all her utterances, written or spoken, breathe a spirit 
of entire self-sacrifice, humility and simplicity that so strongly 
marks the likeness between her soul and that of St. Vincent 
(ibid.). 

But her administrative skill and holiness are interpreted as 
compatible with what Joseph Mannard has called "the maternity of 
the spirit" attributed to women religious in this time period.42 This is 
illustrated by a report of Mlle. Legras' behavior when there is an out- 
break of the plague: 

The example of her courage and self-devotion stimulated her 
Sisters, who went nobly to work, touching the plague-stricken, 
inhaling their poisonous breath, risking their lives, as if uncon- 
scious of danger and inaccessible to fear. Louise exulted with a 
holy pride at the sight of their courageous charity, though her heart 
quaked with motherful terrors on their behalf(ibid., emphasis mine). 

The decision of the sisters to take simple vows shows that, for 
all this independence, they are still guided by a male spiritual adviser 
(St. Vincent) and are willing to place themselves under the authority 
of the church hierarchy. 

The Filles de la Charite worked on from day to day, free to aban- 
don their manner of life without the sin of apostasy or any 
breach of a distinct pledge. They had carried out their services 
all over the country, bound, so far, by their own free will alone. 
The idea of consecrating themselves by vow came to them natu- 
rally and spontaneously, after the fashion so dear to St. Vincent 
himself. He was discoursing to them one day ... and his words 
were so full of unction that several of the Sisters were there and 
then filled with the desire to make vows. When the discourse 
was over, they asked him if they might do so (516). 

The eight editorials in this group present the same profile of 
womanhood, urging involvement in institutionally approved and or- 
ganized activities. A few focus on the role of women in the early peri- 
ods of church history; typical is this excerpt from "Woman, as Devel- 
oped in the Church" in the May 11, 1867, issue: 
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Women were equally instrumental in propagating the Gospel, 
and were everywhere co-workers with the Apostles. If the 
Apostles were miracles of abnegation and devotedness their fe- 
male disciples made similar sacrifices of life, health and leisure. 
Their wealth was poured upon the Church for the general wel- 
fare of all (294). 

The portrayals of women in this category undercut the strict 
gender distinctions of the True Woman ideology by showing women 
with intellect, personal bravery, and administrative skill. They are 
often women of independent financial means and a degree of politi- 
cal influence, aristocratic women, or important historical figures. 
However, these exceptional women ultimately channel their activity 
through the institutional church as a substitute for activity in the 
world and are encompassed by the domestic ideology. Founding a 
hospital or a religious order or supporting the ministry of Christ all 
become expressions of women's maternal nature. As a result of this 
interpretative stance, the critical potential of these articles is dimin- 
ished. They are conservative, turning women away from question- 
ing a subordinate position in the church (even saints submitted 
themselves to the church's authority) and at home (men may have 
emotions but their authority is unquestioned) or from seeking ful- 
fillment of their talents outside the church (the first female saint, ac- 
cording to one article, was a queen and gave up her crown for her 
faith). 

Alternative Interpretations 

"Worldly Women." Throughout the period from 1865 to 1889, 
there are portrayals of women who work for pay. As noted above, 
however, they work in a domestic setting in most cases, or work is 
seen as an unpleasant necessity. But in thirty-one of the articles 
(roughly one out of five), work and other activities that take women 
out into "the world" are positively portrayed. It is important to under- 
stand the way in which these specific instances of figural action serve 
to orient the women to the social world as constructed in this field of 
discourse. How are women to view the world? What are they to do 
and to be? 

The most explicit answers are given in several of the editorial 
articles. Written by women, they directly address these questions. The 
most extended consideration of the subject is given in a prominent se- 
ries written by Eliza Allen Starr, which appeared in seven parts in the 
Ave Maria from August 8, 1874, to October 3, 1874, entitled "Catholic 
Industries for Catholic Women."43 Accepting the gender distinctions 
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upon which the True Woman ideology was based, these editorials use 
those distinctions to argue for expanded rights and roles for women. 
Starr writes: 

While the popular mind is kept in a continual ferment over the 
question: How many occupations hitherto practiced almost exclu- 
sively by men, can women successfully appropriate? deep [sic] think- 
ers are busy in finding out the best way to fit women for suc- 
ceeding in those industries which are especially feminine (8-8- 
1874:1, emphasis in original). 
The few industrial arts which we have named prove how var- 
ied is the field of artistic labor open to women, and how conge- 
nial these occupations are to their tastes and domestic habits (8- 
29-1874:45). 

Her idea is to educate Catholic women from an early age to all 
forms of what she terms the industrial arts. Art is a noble pursuit, and 
women's sensitive and religious natures, she argues, uniquely equip 
them to pursue artistic careers. She mentions first the painting of chi- 
na, wood engraving, and etching. Even better would be for women to 
learn to design the patterns themselves for china, cloth, engraving 
blocks, and etchings. This education in the industrial arts would en- 
able women to be independent financially and enable them to support 
those whom they must. Second, they could work in more congenial 
environments; instead of being cooped up in unhealthy factories or 
city workshops, they could be either in the country or in the suburbs, 
even working from their own homes. Finally, they would be working 
at something that was not drudgery but was truly fulfilling and uplift- 
ing for the mind and soul and over which they would have control. 
Starr ends her series with a call for the mother houses of the women's 
teaching orders to be converted to design schools to which Catholic 
women from all over the country would come. 

In her series, Starr argues that the talents and tastes that make 
women uniquely suited to the home sphere also have application in 
the world. This stance is typical of the editorials in this category, in- 
cluding one that gives a sympathetic review of John Stuart Mill's es- 
say on women's rights. 

In addition to editorials, there are twelve exemplary life 
stories in this group. They profile exceptional Catholic laywomen, but 
there is no "maternity of the spirit" in these accounts as there is in the 
"Institutional Religion" accounts. A good example is a poem by Mau- 
rice Frances Egan to Eliza Allen Starr (AM, 3-21-1885:225). It upholds 
Starr as a model of Catholic womanhood and says that she uses her 
talent for art to the glory of Mary and the church and to lead others to 
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salvation. Another example is a biographical sketch on Eleanor C. 
Donnelly, a Catholic poet, in the January 19, 1884, issue. Donnelly is 
praised for her priorities: "her work, her family, her poor and her 
church" (42). For "her work," that is, her poetry, to be included in this 
list is unusual and shows at least one aspect of her life that is not 
bounded by the requirements of domesticity. 

With the exception of Maurice Frances Egan, the authors of 
these exemplary life articles are women, and rather exceptional ones, 
as are the women profiled. Several of the female authors were gradu- 
ates of St. Mary's and students of Mother Gillespie. Like the club- 
women studied by Karen Blair,44 these Catholic women used the True 
Woman ideology to argue for the independence to pursue careers and 
pursuits meaningful to them and to make sense of their own experi- 
ences and opportunities. Some of them needed to work, and they 
were confronted with a Catholic community full of women who 
worked. And some of them, like Starr, wanted to put their education 
and training to use in occupations they saw as a natural extension of 
their talents and abilities. 

"Competing Claims." The first group of portrayals I described 
was the "Compatible Realms" group, which asserts that the home 
and the church are harmonious realms of female activity. However, 
there is another version of the home-church relationship in the Ave 
Maria. There are twenty-two articles that clearly delineate the tensions 
between the realms of church and home and dramatize female char- 
acters who must cope with the contradictory demands of the two 
ideological spheres. They offer models or coping strategies for man- 
aging these tensions. These are, perhaps, the most radical of the por- 
trayals from the point of view of providing a critique of the official 
ideology. If the "Compatible Realms" portrayals do the most overt 
work in asserting that a middle-class domestic ideology really did fit 
a working-class, immigrant church, the "Competing Claims" portray- 
als expose the inadequacy of the official ideology. They do so in an in- 
direct way, and this is revealed in the kinds or genres of articles in this 
group. There are no editorials-no official acknowledgment that there 
is a conflict between the demands of church and home. Instead, the 
tensions are simply displayed and resolved in more oblique fictional 
accounts, authored mostly by women. 

This tension is revealed especially well in the serialized ro- 
mances, particularly in the kinds of crises that the female characters 
face; crises that result from competing demands placed upon the 
character by the church and the home. One common way the tension 
is revealed is when young women convert to Catholicism and are op- 
posed by Protestant parents or when they enter a convent and are 
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opposed by nominally Catholic parents. Another type of tension is 
created with the conversion of a wife to Catholicism when the hus- 
band is a Protestant or an atheist, a theme of several short stories. In 
all the stories, the husband threatens to leave the wife unless she re- 
nounces the Catholic faith, causing the major crisis for the female pro- 
tagonist. In all the stories, however, the husband converts, the mar- 
riage is reconciled, and the wife is credited with saving her husband's 
soul by introducing him to the true faith. 

Another type of article in this section falls under the heading 
of "adventuress" tales. Many of them are written by Anna Dorsey. In 
these stories, religion occupies the same structural place as does ro- 
mance in a romance novel. Religion becomes the object of seeking or 
loss. The female heroines in these stories often find their religion 
threatened. They struggle to remain true to their religion or to impart 
it to others, and they succeed, in the end, after a series of trials because 
of their moral worth and perseverance. These stories follow a com- 
mon pattern. A woman, usually young, is in the home setting, and a 
conflict arises-an unsuitable marriage proposal or a male relative's 
personal dishonor. The woman feels that to stay would be to compro- 
mise her religious principles. So she leaves, and, after a series of ad- 
ventures, the conflict is resolved, and she can return home. These sto- 
ries are often set in Europe, and the characters are aristocratic. 

In these accounts, women disregard a traditional male au- 
thority figure in the home (father or husband) to follow the dictates of 
their consciences. The clear elevation of the demands of religious con- 
science over domestic responsibilities is fundamentally incompatible 
with the True Woman ideology. It subverts the interpretation in the 
"Compatible Realms" portrayals, which emphasizes the harmony of 
both arenas of action. These portrayals construct an alternative in 
which the requirements of religious conscience can provide women 
more autonomy within domestic settings in an ideological system 
that left few other means of leverage for women in traditional status 
relations with men. 

The "Competing Claims" portrayals come closest to James 
Scott's notion of the "hidden transcript," a critique of the official ide- 
ology and its gender relations present in the text in a disguised and 
oblique form.45 However, I argue that there is no reason to attribute 
this to any conscious, overt, or intentional resistance. Rather, these fic- 
tional accounts exploit the contradictions in the official ideology to 
make good stories. The contradictions provide for dramatic confron- 
tations and crises that require resolution, all requirements for a good 
romance. 
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The Nature and Limits of Ideological Variation in the Ave Maria 

The articles published in the Ave Maria contain multiple inter- 
pretations or constructions of the True Catholic Woman, some of which 
reproduce the official version and some of which envision alternatives. 
Given this finding, there are two kinds of issues to be considered: why 
are there multiple versions of the ideology at all, and how can some of 
these be understood as alternatives to the official versions? 

The presence of multiple ideological interpretations ought 
not to be surprising if we think of ideologies, even officially endorsed 
ones, as constructed and contested instead of simply promulgated 
from some unitary center. In this case, one source of variation is in the 
ideological "work" that has to be done in fitting a domestic ideology 
developed in a different time and place to a Catholic community that, 
in reality, was very different. The "Compatible Realms" articles, par- 
ticularly the editorials, are constructed precisely to demonstrate that 
the nineteenth-century, middle-class True Catholic Woman was not 
just some secular or Protestant norm but was, in fact, continuous with 
church tradition and compatible with church doctrine. The fact that 
this case has to be made at such length illustrates the tension over as- 
similation and the need to do interpretive work on this essentially 
Protestant ideology in order to redeploy it within a Catholic system of 
beliefs, traditions, and symbols. The "Domestic Religion" and "Insti- 
tutional Religion" portrayals are simpler versions that deal primarily 
with one realm, home or church, either ignoring the other or simply 
asserting in a formulaic way that the two are compatible. 

If one source of multiple ideological interpretations is the bal- 
ancing of secular and Protestant models of behavior with Catholic tra- 
dition, another arises from the efforts of the editors to include work in 
the Ave Maria that spanned the ethnic divisions present within Ameri- 
can Catholicism, efforts that explicitly linked the growing American 
church to various parts of the European tradition. Mother Gillespie in 
particular, according to her biographer and surviving archival records 
from the Ave Maria, made it her business to collect stories from Euro- 
pean traditions and contemporary European authors. Through her ef- 
forts, the Ave Maria became a location for combining the two main in- 
terpretive stances that emerged in American Catholic fiction at the 
end of the nineteenth century, what Paul Messbarger calls "Cosmo- 
politan" and "Americanist" strands.46 The former emphasized conti- 
nuity with the European tradition, and the latter sought to develop 
specifically American characters, themes, and plots. The Ave Maria, in 
providing an outlet for both through figural representation, mediated 
between different versions of American Catholic identity. 
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The "Domestic Religion" portrayals of aristocrats with home 
oratories and the "Institutional Religion" accounts that include biog- 
raphies of European women religious present slightly different takes 
on what it meant to be the True Catholic Woman; and, if they are not 
a good mirror of the American reality, they are nevertheless compati- 
ble with the most important features of the ideology. They serve as 
variations on the main ideological theme. But stories set in American 
cities, like "Little Rose Red," displaying the poverty of immigrant life, 
or editorials like Starr's, which depicted American middle-class life 
and concerns, give a more nativist, if equally romanticized, view of 
American Catholic womanhood. 

More important, perhaps, given the institutional context, the 
three official versions serve to take elements from different Catholic 
traditions and weave them into an assimilationist interpretation. Tales 
of English holy women, French aristocrats, and Italian mothers are in- 
cluded, but they are interpreted in such a way as to support, not un- 
dercut, the assimilationist stance preferred by middle-class Irish 
Catholics (like Mother Gillespie herself). 

This assimilationist trend, however, raises an additional 
question. If the editors at the magazine were trying to be inclusive of 
a broad range of ethnic and national traditions and yet construct them 
to fit the middle-class domesticity of the "true woman," why are there 
alternative interpretations? The alternatives provide a rationale for 
women to engage in activity beyond that approved by the official ide- 
ology. They portray women using their religion as an independent 
source of moral authority and autonomous action vis-a-vis men in 
traditional domestic settings. Where do the alternatives come from, 
and where are they located? 

The alternatives are structured, at least in part, by the gender 
of the author and by his or her relationship to the institutional church 
(clergy or layperson). It is possible to tell the sex of the author for only 
half of the articles; of those articles, women are more than three times 
as likely to be the author of articles that have alternative ideological 
interpretations. Clergymen are more likely to be the author of "Com- 
patible Realms" or "Institutional Religion" portrayals, which repro- 
duce the dominant ideology. 

The genre of the article also has an influence on the type of 
ideological interpretation. Editorials do the most overt ideological 
work, whether that is upholding the official ideology or extending it 
to a new area of activity for women. ("Compatible Realms" and 
"Worldly Women" portrayals both have many editorials.) Exemplary 
life stories undermine the binary gender distinctions of the True 
Woman ideology. (This is especially evident in the "Institutional Reli- 
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gion" group, with its high number of exemplary life stories.) Howev- 
er, most of the exemplary life stories also invoke a kind of "maternity 
of the spirit" and portray women as voluntarily submitting to male 
authority, usually a priest or holy adviser. Novels and other fictional 
works provide the most radical critique of the True Catholic Woman 
ideology, pointing out internal contradictions. They make their cri- 
tique in an oblique way, as a kind of hidden transcript within the text. 

Timing also matters. Most of the editorials, and all of the ones 
containing official versions, appear in the first ten years of the maga- 
zine's existence. All of the editorials with alternative interpretations 
("Worldly Women") appear in the years 1875-1889. The number of 
fictional portrayals is relatively constant throughout, but slightly 
more of the alternative fictional portrayals ("Worldly Women" and 
"Competing Claims") occur between 1875 and 1889 than in the first 
ten years. 

These analyses tell us where the alternative versions were 
likely to occur and who was more likely to write them, but it does not 
tell us why they were there at all. Why did the editors choose articles 
like Eliza Allen Starr's editorial series, which gave a positive treat- 
ment to women working outside the home? Why did they include ro- 
mances and other stories that dramatized the tension between domes- 
tic and religious demands? 

The editors were producing a magazine that was both didac- 
tic and entertaining, with an awareness of growing competition from 
secular magazines and novels. They saw the growth of secular fiction 
and magazines as a threat to faith but recognized their obvious popu- 
larity. As a result, they included a great deal of serialized fiction in the 
Ave Maria. This emphasis began with Mother Gillespie, who recruited 
many of the novelists, and increased after 1875, when Father Hudson 
became editor. Fictional works, however, were the chief location of 
"Competing Claims" portrayals, which exploited the contradictions 
in the official ideology to make good, dramatic, entertaining stories. 
So some of the alternatives were a form of unintended consequence of 
the editors' decision to include more fiction. 

The journal's treatment of the assimilation issue also had an 
influence on how the gender ideology was constructed. That the edi- 
tors drew heavily on European sources and stressed continuity with 
the European Catholic tradition meant the inclusion of stories of 
women who were martyrs, saints, and aristocrats, none of whom fit 
well into an American middle-class ideology of domesticity. As noted 
above, the idea of the "maternity of the spirit" was employed in many 
of these accounts, undercutting their critical potential and reinte- 
grating them into an assimilationist position. However, a few of these 
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stories provided an alternative to the dominant portrayal of women's 
relationship to home, church, and world. The attempt to include a 
broad range of ethnic and national Catholic traditions could only 
imperfectly be reconciled with an assimilationist stance, despite the 
editors' efforts. This is an example of negotiation and its unintended 
consequences. 

Finally, some production exigencies particular to this maga- 
zine opened the door for the emergence of alternatives. Here, it is im- 
portant to spend some time on the influence of Mother Gillespie, the 
editorial assistant throughout the time period of 1865-1889. She was, 
for her time, an exceptional woman, and her role in the production of 
the Ave Maria seems to have been an exceptional one for a woman in 
Catholic publishing. She had a strong editorial voice in the publica- 
tion of the magazine, particularly in the years 1865-1875. 

One of her biggest contributions to the magazine was to draw 
around her a coterie of female contributors. These contributors were 
mostly other exceptional women, like herself, many of whom had 
been her students at St. Mary's. Lady Georgiana Fullerton was a 
scholar and biographer; Eleanor C. Donnelly and Anna Dorsey were 
two of the most famous Catholic authors of their day. Eliza Allen Starr 
was an artist who opened an art school and studio in Chicago in 1856 
and who gave lectures in Chicago and at St. Mary's. Starr shared 
Mother Gillespie's interest in the education of Catholic women and 
her belief that art could enhance devotional life. It was Starr who 
wrote seven of the nine editorials in the "Worldly Women" category. 

Mother Gillespie, in recruiting contributors for the journal 
from her own circle of acquaintance and influence, provided at least 
some space for women who argued, based on their own experiences 
and ideals, that the True Catholic Woman could be a poet, an artist, or 
a doctor in addition to a religious sister or a wife. The "Worldly Wom- 
en" portrayals exhibit an alternative interpretation exemplified by 
Starr's editorial series. While these articles do not challenge the char- 
acter traits associated with the official versions of the True Catholic 
Woman, they do use those very traits to argue for expanded roles and 
opportunities for women. 

The authors were historical agents as well. Some, like Dorsey, 
produced articles in both dominant and alternative categories. Her 
critical interpretations are, in many cases, adventuress tales, pitting 
the demands of home against the dictates of a religiously informed 
conscience. This is the least overt type of critique encountered but 
perhaps the most challenging to the official ideology. The "Compet- 
ing Claims" stories dramatize conflicts over issues relevant to lay- 
women's lives. These stories would speak to the experience of a Cath- 
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olic mother with an unresponsive or irreligious husband, whose 
daughter worked in a shop or was dating a Protestant. This level of 
detail, characteristic of lay piety, may not have concerned the hier- 
archy, but it would have greatly concerned the journal's authors 
and readers.47 These stories show that a simple assertion of domestic 
harmony was perceived to be, at least in some cases, contradictory 
and inadequate. 

That having been said, there were substantial limits on the 
range of alternative interpretations that could be proposed. Any au- 
thors who rejected the official ideology outright would not have been 
published in the Ave Maria. It was a canonized journal, endorsed by 
the most prominent and influential members of the American hierar- 
chy, and this limited the range of portrayals of women that would be 
approved. For example, the Reverend Spalding's editorial introduc- 
ing the 1879 edition of the Ave Maria made it clear that calling for the 
vote for women would not be acceptable, and, in general, the journal 
rejected all forms of political activism for women.48 

There were other limits. The Catholic community was a mi- 
nority in the United States, facing pressures to assimilate and counter- 
vailing voices urging separatism. As it is drawn in the Ave Maria, the 
boundary between the church and the world-American society- 
was highly charged and symbolically well defended. The True Catho- 
lic Woman could participate in worldly activity only in limited and 
partial ways. Even in the "Worldly Women" category, the artists are to 
be trained in Catholic institutions, and the poets are to write for the 
glory of the church. The primary usefulness of economic indepen- 
dence for Catholic women was to make them able to resist the de- 
mands of a hostile world that might threaten their faith. 

There were also class-based limits on the portrayals of wom- 
en that have consequences for the range of ideological interpretation. 
At this time, the Catholic community in the United States was an im- 
migrant, working-class community with an emerging middle class, 
was ethnically diverse with a largely Irish hierarchy, and had many 
single women. Working-class women had at least some access to the 
magazine, and a third to a half of the fictional articles in every five- 
year time period from 1865-1889 contain working-class women as 
characters (major or minor). 

Yet, the potential for a critique of the official ideology from 
the point of view of working-class women is not realized in the Ave 
Maria despite the fact that, among the large Irish immigrant popula- 
tion, women's paid employment was positively viewed.49 Instead, 
working-class women are portrayed from the point of view and in the 
terms of the official, middle-class ideology. They embody middle- 
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class values, outlooks, and desires. Moreover, they are portrayed al- 
most entirely as domestics, not as teachers or millworkers, also com- 
mon employments for working-class Irish Catholic women at this 
time."5 When the concerns of working-class women are raised, as they 
are in editorial pieces that deal with women's paid employment, it is 
only as a rhetorical device to introduce the subject, which is then dis- 
cussed in terms relevant to middle-class women's lives. 

The editors and writers of the Ave Maria were constructing a 
moral discourse in a rapidly expanding community undergoing a pe- 
riod of intense institution building. Class and religious interests dom- 
inated ideological production. The alternative interpretations do not 
seriously challenge the official ideology on these dimensions, but they 
do generate a partial critique of the limits that the ideology placed on 
women. 

It is usual with a case study to argue that one's case is some- 
how typical of some larger group or trend. The Ave Maria was chosen 
in part because it exemplifies the characteristics that should be most 
conducive to producing a unitary, official ideological interpretation 
with a minimum of variations. The presence of multiple ideological 
versions, then, becomes interesting not so much because of what it 
says about magazines in general or even sentimental family maga- 
zines and the fiction they contain. Rather, it is interesting because it 
gives us cause to rethink the standard way in which we frame our dis- 
cussion of the relationship between ideological production and popu- 
lar culture. 

The presence of multiple and even alternative interpretations 
of the True Catholic Woman in this magazine cannot be explained by 
recourse to the idea of the complex nature of "high" culture texts. It is 
also implausible to interpret them as some intentional form of resis- 
tance. Irish Catholic women in this period were involved in labor 
union activities and organizing, but they did so without embracing a 
Protestant or secular version of feminism.51 Eventually, the kind of al- 
ternative interpretations found in the Ave Maria were used by agents 
within the Catholic community who came out in favor of women's 
suffrage. Catholic suffragists such as Leonora Meder and Helen Mc- 
Cormick reinterpreted the ideology of the True Catholic Woman to ar- 
gue that the vote was a natural extension of women's mother-love 
and nurturing tendencies.52 Some members of the hierarchy came to 
endorse this view as well. Even John Lancaster Spalding, Bishop of 
Peoria, changed his views and became, in the last few years of the 
century, an active supporter of women's right to vote.53 However, 
there is no way to link this change in any direct way to ideological in- 
novation in the Ave Maria and no evidence that the authors and edi- 
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tors saw themselves as doing anything but disseminating the official 
ideology. 

Moreover, there is no evidence that the women who did have 
access to the Ave Maria, Mother Gillespie and the female authors, used 
that access with any intent to critique or resist the official ideology. 
They were not avowed feminists or political activists on women's is- 
sues. Hasia Diner provides convincing evidence that the Irish Catho- 
lic hierarchy and larger community at this point in time was largely 
antifeminist.54 

So the analyst here is left with a choice of either terming the 
alternatives within this magazine "resistance" or finding some other 
term by which to describe their nature and genesis. Contrary to the 
point of view of some in cultural studies, I think that the categories of 
"resistance" and "struggle" are useful ones to keep in our repertoire. I 
would argue, however, that it is more useful to reserve such terms for 
cases in which it is possible to reconstruct, in Michael Baxandall's 
sense of that term, some plausible account of an intent to critique or 
subvert existing power relations, either as an act of defiance or in 
hope of bringing about a change in those relations.55 

To conflate that sense of what it means to "resist" or "struggle 
against" dominant ideologies with the kind of innovation present in 
the Ave Maria makes it difficult to make meaningful distinctions about 
the nature of ideological innovation and the nature of resistance it- 
self. Overt or intentional resistance depends in good part on the ac- 
cess that marginalized groups have to other kinds of resources-polit- 
ical power, economic independence, or access to important offices 
within an institution. Catholic women, as a dominated group within 
the Catholic church, had access to few means of overt resistance. 

The failure to draw these distinctions is responsible for many 
of the awkward usages of the term "resistance" found in the litera- 
ture. For example, in Scott's work, there is often a real ambiguity 
about whether the presence of alternatives, the finding of a hidden 
transcript, can be accurately attributed to resistant activity.56 This am- 
biguity results, I believe, from a failure to deal adequately with the 
question of intentionality or to conceive of the nature of ideological 
innovation in a way that provides a language for distinguishing be- 
tween defiance or subversion and unintentional change over time. 
Ironically, the hidden transcript in the Ave Maria stems from Catholic 
writers taking their religion too seriously, elevating, at least in fiction, 
the demands of religious conscience over the requirement of domestic 
tranquillity in the service of entertaining stories meant to compete 
with secular romances. 

Approaches that frame ideological innovation in a way that 
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does not provide a vocabulary for distinguishing between intentional 
critique and unintentional adaptation make it difficult to analyze, em- 
pirically, what the sources of ideological innovation are and what the 
relationship is between ideological innovation and changes in social 
relations of power. This study shows that even the formulaic texts 
within sentimental, popular magazines have provided a space for au- 
thors to engage in a process of ideological interpretation and applica- 
tion. The space, in this case, was structured by the production needs 
of the Ave Maria and limited by the role of gender ideology as a means 
of interpreting relations between the Catholic church and American 
society. Nevertheless, it was a space in which the official ideology was 
constructed in ways that more adequately represented the lives and 
interests of a certain kind of Catholic woman and in ways that were 
critical of the limits that the official ideology placed on these women's 
activity and autonomy. 

As a result, this magazine at the center of the Catholic institu- 
tion became a source for varied and multiple ideological interpreta- 
tions as the church struggled with the meaning and implications of its 
American identity. This situation suggests that an alternative way to 
frame our discussion of ideology and popular culture might be to ask 
and answer a different kind of question. Instead of asking, "Where is 
resistance?" we might begin to consider, "What conditions lead to 
multiplicity and ambiguity in ideological production?" This question 
highlights the search for the conditions that allow for variation in the 
cultural archive and suggests that we search for cultural spaces that 
serve as forums for negotiation and unintended variation as well as 
for those that serve as a location for intentional resistance. 

This is particularly important in our study of religious groups 
like the American Catholic community; by portraying it as more uni- 
tary than it is, we risk reproducing a view of it as the "other." The 
analysis here emphasizes the fragmentation among the American 
hierarchy and the larger Catholic community in the United States and 
the attempts by some institutional bodies to provide spaces where a 
more unitary stance could be forged through creation of an American 
Catholic culture that was both distinct from and continuous with Eu- 
ropean tradition. It explores the reasons for the ultimate failure of that 
attempt in the Ave Maria. 

My approach also suggests that the standard treatment of 
Catholic history between 1865 and 1889, which emphasizes the con- 
servatism of the hierarchy and the search for respectability via assim- 
ilation by the emerging Irish Catholic middle class, tells only part of 
the story of this large, complex, and highly politicized institution. 
Likewise, the standard treatment of Catholic literature and publish- 
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ing, which emphasizes only its ability to reproduce a unitary ideo- 
logical stance, needs to be reconsidered.57 Instead, even in this hier- 
archical organization bent on preserving its traditions and doctrine, 
ideological reproduction was a more contingent and open process 
than has been thought. Even at the center of the church, in its inter- 
nally produced didactic literature, contradictions and alternatives 
emerged despite the energies expended toward social and cultural 
control. 

Notes 

I would like to thank David Hackett, Roger Finke, Phyllis Moen, and 
members of the Culture and Society Workshop at the University of Chicago, 
especially Wendy Griswold, Harriet Morgan, Grant Blank, Fred Kniss, and 
Steve Ellingson, for comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 

1. This view of ideology is developed in Ann Swidler, "Culture in 
Action: 'Symbols and Strategies,"' American Sociological Review 51, no. 2 
(1986): 273-86, and is similar to the view developed by John Thompson inIde- 
ology and Modern Culture: Critical Social Theory in the Era of Mass Communica- 
tion (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1988) and by Robert Wuth- 
now in Communities of Discourse: Ideology and Social Structure in the Reformation, 
the Enlightenment, and European Socialism (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1989). See also Fred Kniss, "Toward a Theory of Ideological Change," 
Sociological Analysis 49, no. 1 (1988): 29-38. 

2. Raymond Williams was one of the first to articulate this view. See 
Raymond Williams, Writing in Society (London: Verso, 1983), 152-53; and Ray- 
mond Williams, "Beyond Base and Superstructure in Cultural Analysis," in 
Problems in Materialism and Culture: Selected Essays (London: Verso, 1980), 31- 
49. Janet Wolff, Feminine Sentences: Essays on Women and Culture (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990), 26ff., applies the same interpretation 
specifically to the relationship between texts and gender ideology. For impor- 
tant recent empirical studies that embody this view, see Susan R. Gorsky,Fem- 
ininity to Feminism: Women and Literature in the Nineteenth Century (New York: 
Twayne Press, 1992); G. M. Goshgarian, To Kiss the Chastening Rod: Domestic 
Fiction and Sexual Ideology in the American Renaissance (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1992); Deborah Kaplan, Jane Austen among Women (Balti- 
more: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); Rosalind Rosenberg, Beyond 
Separate Spheres: Intellectual Roots of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale Uni- 
versity Press, 1982); and Elaine Showalter, Sister's Choice: Tradition and Change 
in American Women's Writing (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994). See 
also Nancy Pell's analysis of Jane Eyre in "Resistance, Rebellion, and Mar- 
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riage," Nineteenth-Century Fiction 31, no. 4 (1977): 397-420. In this view, any 
critical distance from the dominant ideology is achieved not within formula- 
ic, popular texts themselves but only through the subverting interpretations 
of audiences. The classic work here is David Morley, The "Nationwide" Audi- 
ence: Structure and Decoding (London: BFI Television Monographs, 1980). For a 
good overview, see John Clarke and others, "Subcultures, Cultures and Class: 
A Theoretical Overview," in Resistance through Rituals: Youth Subcultures in 
Post-War Britain, ed. Stuart Hall and Tony Jefferson (London: Routledge, 
1993), 9-74. 

3. See Karen Kennelly, "Ideals of American Catholic Womanhood," 
in American Catholic Women: A Historical Exploration, ed. Karen Kennelly (New 
York: Macmillan, 1989); Colleen McDannell, The Christian Home in Victorian 
America, 1840-1900 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986); and Ann 
Taves, The Household of Faith: Roman Catholic Devotions in Mid-Nineteenth-Cen- 
tury America (South Bend, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1986). 

4. Wolff, Feminine Sentences, 26. For the strongest theoretical state- 
ment of this sentiment, see James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: 
Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990). 

5. See David Hackett, "Gender and Religion in American Culture, 
1870-1930," Religion and American Culture: A Journal of Interpretation 5, no. 2 
(Winter 1995): 127-57; Mark Carnes, Secret Ritual and Manhood in Victorian 
America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989); and Robert Orsi, The Ma- 
donna of 115th Street: Faith and Community in Italian Harlem, 1880-1950 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1985). 

6. This is particularly true of the British cultural studies tradition. 
For excellent reviews, see Clarke and others, "Subcultures, Cultures and 
Class"; and Nicholas Abercrombie, Stephen Hill, and Bryan S. Turner, Domi- 
nant Ideologies (London: Unwin Hyman, 1990). Simon During's "Introduction" 
in The Cultural Studies Reader, ed. Simon During (New York: Routledge, 1993), 
1-28, critiques the adequacy of approaches that concentrate on dominance 
and resistance while reviewing the centrality of these concerns in cultural 
studies. See also John Fiske's Understanding Popular Culture (London: Rout- 
ledge, 1994); and Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance. This view is also 
found in feminist studies and sociology. See Wolff, Feminine Sentences; and 
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, Deceptive Distinctions: Sex, Gender, and the Social Order 
(New Haven: Yale University Press and the Russell Sage Foundation, 1988). 
Michele Lamont and Marcel Fournier, Cultivating Differences: Symbolic Bound- 
aries and the Making of Inequality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 
1-20, find "dominance" and "resistance" to be useful but emphasize that re- 
sistance is rare, partial, and usually reincorporated into the dominant ideolo- 
gy and system of production, as does Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture. 
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7. Williams, "Beyond Base and Superstructure in Cultural Anal- 

ysis," 38-39. 

8. In this, Foucaultian feminist scholars are close to those who 

place subversive intention or resistance in the hands of the one doing the 

reading of the cultural object; instead of the audience, however, it is often the 
committed scholar who is the agent of resistance. See Sharon Welch, "The 
Truth of Liberation Theology," in Feminism and Foucault: Reflections on Resis- 
tance, ed. Irene Diamond and Lee Quinby (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 1988), 212-14, for a particularly clear account of this interpretation of 
resistance. See also Frances Bartkowski, "Epistemic Drift in Foucault," in 
Feminism and Foucault, ed. Diamond and Quinby, 43-60. 

9. During, Cultural Studies Reader, 10. 

10. McDannell, The Christian Home. Susan Suleiman, Authoritarian 
Fictions: The Ideological Novel as a Literary Genre (New York: Columbia Univer- 
sity Press, 1983), and Paul Messbarger, Fiction with a Parochial Purpose: Social 
Use of American Catholic Literature, 1884-1900 (Brookline, Mass.: Boston Uni- 
versity Press, 1971), argue that those who write fiction that is intentionally 
oriented toward reproducing an authoritative tradition for didactic or moral 

purposes are intentional agents of ideological reproduction. 

11. The following authors provide the most clear discussions of this 
chain of reasoning: Kaplan, "Introduction" to Jane Austen, 1-17, esp. 5-8; 
Rosenberg, Beyond Separate Spheres, 178ff.; and Pell, "Resistance, Rebellion, 
and Marriage." 

12. See Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture, esp. 159ff. In this line of 
argument, he is concurring with other recent work that seeks to reframe the 
question of dominance and resistance as an empirical and sociological one. 
See Wolff, Feminine Sentences, for example. In general, it would be fair to say 
that this reframing is more important for cultural sociologists than it is for 
critical theorists or those in cultural studies, who may seek to understand, for 
example, the conditions that produce ambiguous and contradictory ("rich") 
texts or the conditions that make alternative readings possible as a form of 
committed scholarship. That is to say, this problem may be one of attempting 
to import insights from cultural studies and critical theory into the sociology 
of culture and may, therefore, be at heart a problem of translation, particular- 
ly as the sociology of culture is occupied at the moment with developing 
more adequate theories to explain the central problem of our field-the inter- 
relationship of culture, structure, and agency. For a formative early statement 
of this concern, see Wendy Griswold, "A Methodological Framework for the 
Sociology of Culture," in Sociological Methodology, ed. Clifford Clogg (Wash- 
ington, D.C.: American Sociological Association, 1987), 1-35. At the same 
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time, the critiques within cultural studies of the term "resistance" indicate that 
this analytical strategy might have some use within that approach as well. 

13. The following discussion draws heavily on the conclusion of 
Marshall Sahlins's Islands of History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1985), esp. 136ff. It also draws upon theoretical discussions on the relation- 
ship between cultural and social change in William Sewell, "A Theory of 
Structure," American Journal of Sociology 98, no. 1 (1992): 1-29; and Margaret 
Archer, Culture and Agency: The Place of Culture in Social Theory (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988). 

14. It is not surprising for scholars to identify yet another middle- 
class domestic ideology in the nineteenth century that promoted both sepa- 
rate spheres of activity for men and women and ideas about essential differ- 
ences between them. Many studies have looked at specific historical varia- 
tions on this general ideological theme, both in the United States and in 
England; see Hackett, "Gender and Religion"; Nancy Cott, The Bonds of Wom- 
anhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New England, 1780-1835 (New Haven: Yale Uni- 
versity Press, 1977); Mary Ryan, Womanhood in America: From Colonial Times to 
the Present (New York: New Viewpoints, 1975); Patricia Stubbs, Women and 
Fiction: Feminism and the Novel, 1880-1920 (New York: Barnes and Noble, 
1979); and Barbara Welter, Dimity Convictions (Athens: Ohio University Press, 
1976). 

15. James J. Kenneally, The History of American Catholic Women (New 
York: Crossroad, 1990). See also Kennelly, ed., American Catholic Women; 
Hackett, "Gender and Religion"; and Samuel J. Thomas, "Catholic Journalists 
and the Ideal Woman in Late Victorian America," International Journal of Wom- 
en's Studies 4, no. 1 (1991): 89-100. 

16. See Rev. Peter Guilday, ed., The National Pastorals of the American 
Hierarchy, 1792-1919 (Washington, D.C.: National Catholic Welfare Council, 
1923), 114, 213, 252, 291, for several references to the didactic purposes of 
Catholic publishing. See also Taves, The Household of Faith, 55-65; McDannell, 
The Christian Home, 52ff., 100-108; and Thomas, "Catholic Journalists." 

17. See Gene Burns, The Frontiers of Catholicism: The Politics of Ideolo- 
gy in a Liberal World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992); Gene 
Kellog, The Vital Tradition (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1970), 146ff.; and 
James S. Olson, Catholic Immigrants in America (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1987), 
45. For a good general history, see Jay Dolan, The American Catholic Experience: 
A History from Colonial Times to the Present (New York: Doubleday, 1985). 

18. This group eventually found their position bolstered when, in 
1899, Pope Leo XIII condemned the excessive pragmatism and the "spiritual 
shallowness" of American liberal Catholicism. See Burns, The Frontiers of Ca- 
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tholicism, 22-46; and Kellog, The Vital Tradition, 156-57. Thomas McAvoy, The 
Great Crisis in American Catholic History, 1895-1900 (Chicago: H. Regnery, 
1957), has a thorough account of this episode; see also Lester Kurtz, The Poli- 
tics of Heresy: The Modernist Crisis in Roman Catholicism (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1986). 

19. While the Catholic ideology emphasized some things particular 
to the Catholic community-for example, giving an important role to devo- 
tional practices directed to the Virgin Mary and the saints-most historical ac- 
counts stress that the official version was essentially similar to earlier Protes- 
tant and secular versions of the True Woman ideology. See McDannell, The 
Christian Home, 52ff.; Taves, The Household of Faith, 47ff.; Kenneally, The History 
of American Catholic Women, 13-22; and Thomas, "Catholic Journalists." 
McDannell writes that "the domestic ideology writers presented to American 
Catholics showed only minor variation from the Protestant or 'secular' ideol- 
ogy seen in ladies' magazines, sentimental literature, and advertising. As 
Catholics became more literate, economically stable, and in control of their 
physical environment, they embraced middle-class domestic attitudes" (The 
Christian Home, 72). My analysis shows that this is true in part but that it may 
have had as much to do with religious as with class interests, assimilation be- 
ing an issue that encompassed both aspects of many American Catholics' 
identities. Cf. Hasia Diner, Erin's Daughters in America: Irish Immigrant Women 
in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983). 

20. Williams, Writing in Society. 
21. Wuthnow, Communities of Discourse, 14. 

22. See McDannell, The Christian Home, 52ff., 100-108, and Taves, 
The Household of Faith, 55-65, for discussions of the role the Ave Maria and The 
Sacred Heart (a similar devotional/family magazine) played in middle-class 
Catholic homes of this period. See Guilday, The National Pastorals, 114, 213, 
252, 291, and Thomas, "Catholic Journalists," for the didactic purpose of such 
magazines. See John Michael Debitetto, "The Ave Maria" (B.A. thesis, Univer- 
sity of Notre Dame, 1941), for a good background on the founding period of 
this magazine and its editorial stance. 

23. See Matthew Schneirov, Dream of a New Social Order: Popular 
Magazines in America, 1893-1914 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1994), and Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1741-1905 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938), for good general histories of 
American magazines. 

24. Ave Maria, May 1, 1865, 1-2. For ease and clarity, I will use a 
shortened in-text citation format for all further references to this magazine, 
for example: AM, 5-1-1865:1-2; or, where the reference to the magazine itself 
is obvious from the context, I will simply provide the date and page numbers. 
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25. Likewise, editorials and advertisements in such publications as 
Donohue's, an Irish newspaper out of Boston, recommended the Ave Maria as 
a wholesome Catholic alternative to trashy fiction and secular family maga- 
zines. Pastoral letters of the American hierarchy, from as early as the 1830's, 
contained a similar message about buying and reading Catholic periodicals 
as opposed to secular magazines and newspapers. For example, see the let- 
ters of 1837, 1866, 1884, and 1919 in Guilday, The National Pastorals, 114, 213, 
252, 291, respectively. 

26. Debitetto, "The Ave Maria," 4; introduction to the March 1, 1873, 
issue of Ave Maria, 873; Daniel E. Hudson to H. F. Brownson, January 4, 1886, 
Henry F. Brownson Papers (CBRH), University of Notre Dame Archives; Sis- 
ter Mary Magdalene MacDonnell to Daniel E. Hudson, December 18, 1891, 
Daniel E. Hudson Papers (CHUD), University of Notre Dame Archives. 

27. The children's department (later renamed "Youth's Depart- 
ment") was composed mostly of short morality tales, poems, and simple edi- 
torial admonishments that emphasized such virtues as obedience to parents 
and religious instruction. Throughout the time period, a typical issue includ- 
ed editorials, lives-of-saints accounts, instructions for observing religious hol- 
idays, short Catholic news items, poetry, short stories, and serialized fiction. 
It also included advertisements for Catholic goods and services like boarding 
schools, other Catholic magazines, and benevolent societies. 

28. See Taves, The Household of Faith, 14ff., 98ff. A subscribers' list in 
the University of Notre Dame archives includes many Catholic boarding and 
parochial schools, and the advertisements in the journal are targeted to a 
middle-class audience (cf. McDannell, The Christian Home, 54-55). The Janu- 
ary 4, 1868, issue gives the subscription prices: $20 for a lifetime subscription 
(one had a year to pay this amount), $10 for five years, $5 for two years, and 
$3 for one year. 

29. Sponsorship of the Ave Maria cut across liberal and conservative 
lines. Bishops Martin J. Spalding of Baltimore, John Lancaster Spalding of 
Peoria, Bernard McQuaid of Rochester, John Keane of Richmond, and Peter J. 
Muldoon of Rockford, Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul, and James Cardi- 
nal Gibbons were among those endorsing the journal, their names appearing 
on lists inside the front cover of each issue. See also Debitetto, "The Ave Ma- 
ria," 4-5. Also, there is reference to these endorsements in the biography of 
the journal's editor. See Rev. John W. Cavanaugh, C.S.C., Daniel Hudson, 
C.S.C. (South Bend, Ind.: Ave Maria Press, 1934), 26. In 1866, Pope Pius IX 
wrote an approbation to the Ave Maria, published in the journal. 

The labor provided by the Congregation of the Holy Cross, Indiana 
Province, was vital to the success of the magazine. At first, the brothers set the 
type, but, by 1873, the sisters had taken over this task. The brothers canvassed 
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for subscriptions, greatly increasing circulation. See Brother K. Beirne, From 
Sea to Shining Sea: The Holy Cross Brothers in the United States (Valatine, N.Y.: 
Holy Cross Press, 1966), 190ff.; see also University of Notre Dame Archives 
Video #C2077, The Holy Cross in the United States. 

30. The Very Reverend Edward Sorin, C.S.C., founder of the Univer- 
sity of Notre Dame, also began the Ave Maria. He placed emphasis on histori- 
cal tales and devotion to the Virgin Mary. See Debitetto, "The Ave Maria," for 
a general history of the magazine, which includes discussion of each editor's 
distinct contributions. Father Neil Gillespie was editor from 1867 to 1874. He 
continued Father Sorin's didactic emphasis, as did the committee that edited 
the journal at the end of 1874, the year of Gillespie's death. See Anna Shannon 
McAllister, Flame in the Wilderness (South Bend, Ind.: Sisters of the Holy Cross, 
1944), 240-42. Rev. Father Daniel Hudson, C.S.C., became editor in 1875, in- 

creasing the emphasis on Catholic fiction. See Debitetto, "The Ave Maria," 8, 9. 

31. See Debitetto, "The Ave Maria," 2-10, and McAllister, Flame in 
the Wilderness, 220-40. 

32. McDannell, The Christian Home, 136. Compare with general dis- 
cussions of women in editorial, publishing, and journalism work in Michele 
Barrett, "Ideology and the Cultural Production of Gender," in Feminist Criti- 
cism and Social Change: Sex, Class, and Race in Literature and Culture, ed. 
J. Newton and R. Rosenfelt (New York: Methuen, 1985); and in Gaye Tuch- 
man, Edging Women Out: Victorian Novelists, Publishers, and Social Change 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). 

33. Anna Hanson Dorsey to Daniel E. Hudson, February 8, 1891, 
Daniel E. Hudson Papers (CHUD), University of Notre Dame Archives. See 
also Dorsey to Hudson, August 13, 1879, Daniel E. Hudson Papers. Cf. Deb- 
itetto, "The Ave Maria." McAllister credits Mother Angela with agency in the 
founding of the Ave Maria, stating that "in 1865 she carried out a project long 
visioned by Father Sorin: the establishment of the Ave Maria," after he had 
made a proposal to publish the magazine at a class meeting of the sisters at St. 
Mary's Academy (McAllister, Flame in the Wilderness, 229). Cf. Cavanaugh's 
biography of Father Hudson, Daniel E. Hudson, 18-30. 

34. She founded St. Catherine's Normal Institute in Baltimore to 
train Catholic teachers, compiled the Metropolitan and the Excelsior series of 
Catholic textbooks, and was a field nurse in the Civil War, besides her years of 
work at the Ave Maria (McAllister, Flame in the Wilderness, viiiff.). 

35. A testimonial in the form of a letter from a reader to the works of 
Anna Dorsey reads as follows: "Grace of sentiment, purity of thought and 
diction are her chief characteristics. In these days, young people and old 
folks, too, will read novels.... It is therefore a wise provision that works like 
those of Mrs. Dorsey should be available" (AM, 6-2-1882). This is similar to 
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the text of advertisements that appeared in the Ave Maria for the novels of 
Christian Reid, which were also serialized in the magazine. Clearly, the mag- 
azine was the vehicle for what Messbarger has called "parochial fiction." He 
provides a good description of the role of magazines in distributing this di- 
dactic fiction (Fiction with a Parochial Purpose, esp. 50-79). 

36. For a statement of the method, see Wendy Griswold, "A Meth- 
odological Framework for the Sociology of Culture." For two examples, see 
Wendy Griswold, "The Writing on the Mud Wall," American Sociological Re- 
view 57, no. 6 (1992): 709-24; and Wendy Griswold, Renaissance Revivals: City 
Comedy and Revenge Tragedy in the London Theatre, 1576-1980 (Chicago: Uni- 
versity of Chicago Press, 1986). 

37. I ended the sample in 1889 because archival evidence, including 
letters from readers, suggests that the character of the magazine changed af- 
ter that, with increasing emphasis on news and political articles and less em- 
phasis on fiction and serving as a family magazine. 

38. Fiction in this magazine can be understood as "authoritarian fic- 
tion" or fiction that is placed within the context of and is consciously referen- 
tial to an explicit, articulated ideology. See Suleiman, Authoritarian Fictions. 

39. Mildred Florence Baumgartner, Index to the Ave Maria (South 
Bend, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1947). 

40. It is impossible to give adequate detail on 161 articles. The sum- 
maries in each of these five sections consist of describing the features that 
caused me to place the articles into each group: the common character traits of 
the women portrayed; for fiction, the common plots that illustrate how wom- 
en are to conduct themselves vis-a-vis the three discursive poles; for editori- 
als, authoritative statements about women's proper sphere of activity and mode of 
conduct. 

41. For a description of the formal elements of the romance plot, see 
John Cawelti, Adventure, Mystery, and Romance: Formula Stories as Art and Pop- 
ular Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 37-50. 

42. Joseph Mannard, "Maternity of the Spirit," U.S. Catholic Histori- 
an 5, no. 2 (1986): 241-72. 

43. It was the lead article in four issues, the second or third article in 
the last three installments. 

44. Karen Blair, The Club Woman as Feminist: True Womanhood Rede- 
fined, 1868-1914 (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1988). 

45. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance. 

46. Messbarger, Fiction with a Parochial Purpose, 96-113. 
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47. This is similar to the point that Colleen McDannell makes in 
"Catholic Domesticity, 1860-1960," in American Catholic Women, ed. Kennelly, 
48-80. 

48. Cf. James Kenneally, "A Question of Equality," inAmerican Cath- 
olic Women, ed. Kennelly, 125-51. 

49. See Diner, Erin's Daughters, for the most complete discussion to 
date on the lives of working-class Irish immigrant women in the 1800's. 

50. Ibid. 

51. See Diner, Erin's Daughters, 101-5; and Debra Campbell, "Re- 
formers and Activists," in American Catholic Women, ed. Kennelly, 152-81. 

52. See Kenneally, "A Question of Equality," 129ff. 

53. He was joined in this view by Bishop John Ireland of St. Paul. 
Bishop Bernard McQuaid of Rochester, although a conservative, was in favor 
of higher education for women and, eventually, for extending to them the 
vote. He thought that women were brilliant educators and that they had a 
moral courage that they would use when voting. See Kennelly, "Ideals of 
American Catholic Womanhood," 10ff.; see also Kenneally, "A Question of 
Equality," 130. 

54. See Diner, Erin's Daughters, 70-105, 139ff. 

55. Michael Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Expla- 
nation of Pictures (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985). 

56. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance. Compare the discus- 
sion in chap. 3 (45-69) with the discussion in chaps. 5 and 6 (108-82). 

57. For this view, see Thomas, "Catholic Journalists"; and McDan- 
nell, "Catholic Domesticity," 48-80. 
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